Windscreen wiper refill for all makes and models made in Liechtenstein

SWISSINT
Wiperblade Refills for windscreen-wipers
the same quality as originals
a brilliant idea

SWISSINT Refill are;
¾
¾
¾
¾

Environment friendly
Cost efficient
For all makes & models
Easy to replace
¾ Temperature and acid resistant

Art. Nr.

PKW 63610
AT 750

Length mm & inch
610/24“

Profile strength
6.3 mm

750/29“

Flatblade-Rubber

PKW/LKW
63750

750/29.5“

6.3 mm

PKW/LKW
85750

750/29.5“

8.5 mm

LKW 851050

1050/41“

8.5 mm

Target group

Workshops, Tyre, and Glass Workshops,
Boats
New Generation for: Mercedes, VW, Audi,
BMW, Fiat, Alfa, Porsche, Kia, Honda,
Nissan, Renault, Ford, Seat, Skoda,
Mazda, Volvo, Peugeot, Citroen
Workshops, Tyre, and Glass Workshops
Boats, Trucks, Rural equipment, Building
machines,
Workshops, Tyre, and Glass Workshops,
Boats, Trucks, Rural equipment, Building
machines
Bus

Windscreen wiper refill for all makes and models made in Liechtenstein

What is the difference between Swissint Refill and the complete windscreen-wiper?
SWISSINT Refills

.

In comparison with complete windscreen-wiper

1. Only 3 Refill formats necessary to
cover all makes and models of vehicles
Minimal storage facilities required

Effortful cost-intensive storekeeping

2. Significant time saving
No need to cross-check the correct wiper
model Number

Looks for the right windscreen-wiper model, costs
money and time

3. Quality SWISSINT; Wiping and live
performance equal to high quality OE Wiper
4. More Value for your Money or repair shops, auto
part stores and the end consumer, Swissint
Refill have more value than conventional
windshield wipers. Swissint Refill recommended
Selling price:

Cheap windscreen-wiper have a shorter life time
than originals or Swissint Refills
Original manufacturer windshield wipers are more
expensive to purchase

5. The original manufacturer’s wiper housing remains
on the vehicle and Swissint Refill leaves
aerodynamics unchanged.
We change only the rubber; the original windshieldwiper frame remains unchanged

Every model of vehicle is tested in a wind tunnel and
needs the original windshield-wiper frame to maintain
aerodynamics

6. Environmentally friendly, less waste
With our system only the rubber is replaced

Whole windshield-wipers
Replacing the entire windshield wiper is expensive and creates
un-necessary waste

7. The temperature and acid resistance of
Swissint Refills are long-lasting and the best
on the market!
-6 5 C b i s + 1 2 3 C

Temperature resistance of original manufacturers such
as: originals Windscreen Wiperblades
-6
6 5 C b is + 6 5 C

8. For newly released cars it takes approx. two to
three years until aftermarket blades become
available. Swissint REFILLS cover them
immediately.

Original windshield-wipers are very expensive

9. Perfect add-on
Swissint Wiperblade-Refill are the perfect
supplementary to every Wiper Blade
assortment

In every workshop our products have absolutely
your right, them are even one must and be used
urgently!

